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man; and the awakening was rude indeed, when I dis-
covered in that learned city that I was dirt beneath the feet
of practically all the passers-by. I had not landed in the
place above eighteen hours before it was borne in upon my
shrinking sense that it was almost wholly populated by my
academic betters. I met a host of charming people, and
every one of them was the proud wearer of a Doctor's
degree. Doctors arrived in shoals at my hotel; I dined with
Doctors; Doctors took me out to lunch; the streets
were full of Doctors hurrying to keep appointments with
other Doctors in taxicabs driven by more Doctors. No,
that was (I felt) the one exception. For everybody in
Buenos Aires seemed to be a Doctor except me and the
taxi-drivers.
It was a painful situation. How was I to lecture with
a faint show of assurance to long rows of my superiors ?
Talma performing at Erfurt to his parterre de rois was noth-
ing to it. But I had reckoned without the perfection of
Argentine chivalry. For the whole world combined in one
benevolent conspiracy to hide my shame. Since it was
quite inconceivable that any person of my evident preten-
sions should lack his proper title, I became, by courtesy, a
Doctor too. The newspapers began it, since the first press
photograph that showed me speaking from a sheet of Spanish
manuscript gripped tightly in a nervous hand was tactfully
subscribed: " El Dr. P. Guedola hablando." After that, it
went like wildfire ; and I felt almost slighted when any news-
paper omitted my stolen degree. (To do them justice, they
very rarely did; and when they did, they made ample
reparation, as in the gracious instance of that provincial
journal which, omitting the doctorate, adorned me with
the splendid name of Phillibert). Nor was the courtesy
confined to print, since I grew shameless under frequent
introduction by the title of Doctor. It would have been
indelicate to repudiate the honour. Indeed, I almost think
that it was mine by right for the duration of my visit; for I
was once addressed as Doctor by the President himself.

